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3 PrEfacE

History tElls tHE story...
     Percussion through the ages — 
     a lot more than just music!

tHE disconcErting maEstro ExPlains
the complex world of percussion

tHE story of tHE concErt

tHE musicians of tHE concErt

  instrumEnts you will HEar

solfa tEacHEs us
rhythm on the page—there’s nothing complicated about it!
the downbeat... an important reference point!

 duo´s mailbag

lEt’s HavE somE fun
snakes and ladders! 

EvEn morE fun
the Project: a musical quest with your friends!

to your instrumEnts! rEady? sEt... Play
milonga del angel

 grEEn crafts
 create a new musical instrument using recycled objects!
 

gEt rEady for tHE concErt

   ExPand your musical 
   knowlEdgE
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VICTORY QUEST with Duo Percussion
For over 60 years now, Jeunesses Musicales of Canada 
(JMC) has dedicated itself to promoting classical music to 
young Canadians and their families. With its 17 productions, 
JMC presents over 500 concerts each year in schools, 
performance halls, and Cultural Centres from coast to coast.

VICTORY QUEST with Duo Percussion presents percussion 
instruments in a very special way. The idea of a quest is 
mythical and ancient, and video games have become a 
modern way of exploring new mythology. Using this as a 
point of departure, Duo Percussion wanted to find other 
ways to play games and tell stories. They accomplish this by 
using many instruments and a vast variety of repertoire. 
They also wanted to show that "success" and "winning" are 
open to interpretation.

Enjoy the concert!

VICTORY QUEST with Duo Percussion
Performers:

Brennan Connolly and Dave Robilliard, Percussionnists

concept and script:  

Brennan Connolly, Dave Robilliard and Sue Miner

Stage direction:

Sue Miner

Set design:

Melanie McNeill

 daVe ROBiLLiaRd and BRennan cOnnOLLY, 
 MeMBeRS OF duO PeRcuSSiOn,  
 anSWeR a FeW QueSTiOnS

 When did YOu STaRT STudYing MuSic? 

dave: I started taking piano lessons when I was 4!
Brennan: I started piano lessons when I was 5!

 WhO iS YOuR FaVOuRiTe cOMPOSeR? 

dave: Nikolaï Rimsky-Korsakov 
Brennan: Gustav Mahler

 naMe a FiLM ThaT YOu aRe eSPeciaLLY FOnd OF. 

dave: Puss in Boots 
Brennan: Shrek 

 naMe a RecORd ThaT YOu can LiSTen TO  

 OVeR and OVeR again. 

dave: Stevie Wonder - At the Close of a Century 
Brennan: Soundtrack from 'Wicked: A New Musical'

 dO YOu haVe a hOBBY ThaT YOu’Re 

 PaSSiOnaTe aBOuT? 

dave: Yes, I really enjoy playing golf! 
Brennan: Yes, I enjoy travelling and exploring the 
world's treasures!

 hOW LOng haVe YOu Been PLaYing TOgeTheR aS duO?   

We have been playing together since May of 2008.

 WhaT iS YOuR FaVOuRiTe hOcKeY TeaM? 

dave: Edmonton Oilers 
Brennan: Toronto Maple Leafs
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iT iS VeRY diFFicuLT TO TRace The ORiginS OF 

PeRcuSSiOn inSTRuMenTS, Since TheiR exiSTence 

SeeMS TO daTe BacK TO The daWn OF Man. 

in FacT, PeRcuSSiOn inSTRuMenTS WeRe huManiTY’S 

FiRST MuSicaL inSTRuMenTS.

In the beginning, the first human beings realized that rhythm was 
present everywhere they went. Whether it was the sound of waves 
in the sea, an animal’s hooves, or raindrops falling on a rock, rhythm 
was a part of their daily lives. They also noticed that they too produced 
rhythm: their footsteps, their breathing, their heartbeats…

Early humans therefore wanted to be able to reproduce  
the rhythms they heard. At first, they tried with  
their hands, their voices, and their bodies.  
They then discovered that it was possible  
to reproduce these rhythms by banging  
or rubbing together objects like stones,  
branches, bones, and shells. This is  
how the first percussion instruments  
were born.

Over time, their use developed well beyond  
a strictly musical purpose and percussion  
instruments gradually became a part of several  
aspects of human activity.

PErcussion  
tHrougH tHE agEs
a lot morE tHan just music!

PlopÊ -
Ê Plop!

PlopÊ -
Ê Plop!
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ReLigiOn 

Most of the world’s peoples, at one time or another in their history, 
used percussion for religious purposes. In fact, one of the roles 
played by percussion was to invoke gods and spirits. For example, 
Inuit fishermen and hunters used a drum, the qilaut, to ask the gods 
to protect them from the dangers of their occupations. Even today, 
certain cultures still use percussion in this way.

SOciaL LiFe

In several of the world’s populations, village life is organized around 
rituals made up of singing and dancing. These gatherings are a very 
important part of social life, and percussion instruments are present  
to lend rhythm to these events. 

cOMMunicaTiOn

On the African continent, the talking drum was used to send messages 
from one village to another. Long before the invention of the telephone 
and email, this drum enabled people to communicate with one another.

TRanSPORTaTiOn

At a time when boats with motors did not exist, ships and galleys 
moved along through to the efforts of strong rowers. On board 
the boats, the steady rhythm of a drum allowed the rowers to stay 
in sync with one another.

aT WaR

In Europe, beginning in the Middle Ages, drums were used on the  
battlefield in order to send messages to the soldiers. When large  
troops moved, different rhythmic patterns were used to motivate 
and organize the soldiers’ marching. Over time, the drum went  
on to become the favourite instrument of soldiers.

TOdaY…

PeRcuSSiOn haS BecOMe an  

eSSenTiaL eLeMenT OF OuR MuSic. 

WiThOuT iT, jazz, POP, LaTin,  

cOunTRY, hiP-hOP, and ROcK  

WOuLd nOT Be The SaMe!
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tHE comPlEx world  
of PErcussion
hundRedS OF diFFeRenT inSTRuMenTS

iT iS VeRY diFFicuLT TO KnOW The exacT nuMBeR OF PeRcuSSiOn 

inSTRuMenTS ThaT exiST, aS TheY aRe—and haVe Been—PReSenT  

in eVeRY ciViLizaTiOn Since The daWn OF TiMe. 

Certain percussion instruments may have disappeared, while others are yet to be invented.  
In addition, over the last fifty years or so, our openness to other cultures has allowed us  
to discover new instruments and to incorporate them in our music. So currently, we know  
of several hundred different percussion instruments—some 400 in fact, and perhaps more! 
It is beyond a doubt the largest and most varied family of musical instruments.

Now imagine how difficult this diversity of instruments makes the work of a professional 
percussionist who must master a great number of different instruments.

MeMBRanOPhOneS and idiOPhOneS

geneRaLLY, The eaSieST WaY TO caTegORize PeRcuSSiOn 

inSTRuMenTS iS TO SePaRaTe TheM inTO TWO caTegORieS: 

MeMBRanOPhOneS and idiOPhOneS. 

MEMBRANOPhONES

Membranophones produce sound through the vibration of a stretched 
skin or membrane. This skin may be made from a natural material, 
such as an animal hide, or from synthetic material, like plastic. Instru-
ments in the membranophone family can be struck, either with the 
hands, or with sticks. They can also be rubbed. This category 
includes drums of all kinds.

IDIOPhONES

This category includes all percussion instruments that do not have a 
skin, like the maracas or the thunder sheet. Idiophones may be made 
out of wood, metal, plastic, and sometimes even out of glass. Certain 
idiophones can be struck, others are shaken, scratched, or struck 
against each other. 

Did you know that the pitch of the sound  
produced by a membranophone depends on  
the size of the drum shell (the body of the 

instrument) and the tension of the skin?  
The bigger the drum shell, the deeper the  
sound will be. The more taut the skin is,  

the higher-pitched the sound will be.
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Musical notation for instruments with definite  
pitch is done in the traditional way, with notes  

on a staff. So a score for marimba closely  
resembles a score for piano. However, a score  
for an instrument like a snare drum is made up  

of rhythms along a single line. 

Percussionists choose their sticks or mallets according to the instrument they play,   
but also depending on the sound they want their instrument to produce. A felt-tipped 

mallet will produce a sound that is less loud than a wooden drumstick. Also, the 
number of mallets used can vary from one instrument to another. When playing the 

marimba, percussionists usually use two mallets, but this number can sometimes  
go as high as four or even six!

deFiniTe and indeFiniTe PiTch.

iT’S eaSY TO ThinK ThaT PeRcuSSiOniSTS aRe SiMPLY  

haPPY PLaYing RhYThMS WiThOuT eVeR PLaYing nOTeS. 

however, certain percussion instruments, like the marimba  
or the vibraphone, produce clearly identifiable notes. We therefore  
call these pitched percussion instruments or instruments that 
produce a definite pitch. On the other hand, instruments that  
do not produce precise notes are called non-pitched percussion 
instruments or instruments that produce an undetermined pitch. 
The cymbals are a good example, since it is impossible to know  
whether the sound they produce is a G sharp, a D, or a B flat.

STicKS & MaLLeTS 

SeVeRaL PeRcuSSiOn inSTRuMenTS ReQuiRe The uSe OF STicKS OR MaLLeTS  

in ORdeR TO Be PLaYed. Since TheRe aRe SeVeRaL TYPeS OF PeRcuSSiOn 

inSTRuMenTS, TheRe aRe aLSO SeVeRaL TYPeS OF STicKS and MaLLeTS.

Usually made of wood, these sticks or mallets can also be made out of plastic or metal.  
Their ends can be covered with tips of various sizes made out of felt, rubber, or even fur!   
For example, the mallet used on a bass drum is made out of a heavy wooden stick with a large 
felt tip.  Some unique kinds of sticks are known as brushes. They are made out of thin metal 
bristles on a handle and they are used on membranophones and certain metallic idiophones.   
But despite this wide variety of sticks, mallets and brushes, certain percussion instruments  
such as the djembe are simply played with the hands or fingers!
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One day while rehearsing in Dave’s basement, there is 
a knock at the door. No one is there but they do find 
an intriguing invitation. Duo Percussion has been invited 
to play music at a birthday party and in doing so, they 
are told they will “achieve Victory”. With their interest 
peaked, they decide to go to the party and perform.

En route, they quickly discover it is not a normal birthday 
party. Not only is it the 105th birthday of the Right 
honourable Baroness Doris Clambazquette the 12th but, 
she also lives in a huge castle with a penguin for a butler 
and fantastical creatures as her party guests. After being 
lead to the stage in the magnificent ballroom, a tiny the 
Baroness makes a grand entrance. She asks them to 
play a tango so she can dance.

Delighted by their playing of the tango on marimba 
she thanks them, hands them a mysterious note and 
immediately vanishes into thin air, along with the entire 
party. On the note is written a clue. Dave and Brennan 
are left alone to decipher this clue which then begins an 
exciting adventure game for the two musicians. Level 
after level the friends unravel clues and complete tasks, 
using music, different instruments and working together 
in hope of achieving the final goal, Victory. 

As they reach the highest level, the biggest challenge 
proves to be the one that Brennan and Dave least expect 
– how to achieve Victory without losing their friendship.

Along the way through this Victory Quest, Dave and 
Brennan perform music from many different genres 
as well as create a myriad of eclectic, surprising, and 
creative sound effects that underscore, enhance and 
bring the story alive. 

They also discover that winning might not be the same as 
achieving Victory.

daVe and BRennan aRe MuSicianS and FRiendS WhO LOVe TO PLaY a Wide VaRieTY OF MuSic  

 and aRe accOMPLiShed On a VaST aRRaY OF PeRcuSSiOn inSTRuMenTS. When TheY PLaY 

 TOgeTheR TheY aRe KnOWn aS duO PeRcuSSiOn.

Victory Quest 
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 daVe ROBiLLiaRd 

A sought after percussionist, Dave Robilliard earned his 
Bachelor of Music in Performance at the University of 
Western Ontario and continued to complete his Master of 
Music in Performance at Oklahoma City University. Upon 
completion of his Masters degree, he became a member 
of both the Oklahoma City Philharmonic Orchestra and 
the Enid Symphony Orchestra. 

An active performer, Dave is a co-founder of Duo 
Percussion, a Canadian percussion duo that is known for 
their high-energy and eclectic performances. he is also 
Principal Percussionist with the International Symphony 
Orchestra and often appears with the Windsor Symphony 
Orchestra, the hamilton Philharmonic Orchestra, Orchestra 
London Canada and the Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony 
Orchestra.

As an educator, Dave has served on faculty at both the 
University of Windsor and Western University Canada. 
he co-directs the national award-winning South huron 
District high School Percussion Ensemble and is in high 
demand as a clinician in Southwestern Ontario. Dave is 
on faculty at the National Music Camp of Canada and 
Southampton Summer Music. he also maintains a private 
studio in Sarnia.

Dave is proud to be endorsed by Pearl/Adams Drums and 
Concert Percussion and DREAM Cymbals and Gongs.

 BRennan cOnnOLLY 

Award-winning percussionist and educator, Brennan 
Connolly holds a Master of Music degree in Performance 
from Oklahoma City University as well as a Bachelor 
of Music degree in Performance from the University of 
Western Ontario. he is a co-founder of Duo Percussion, 
a Canadian percussion duo that is known for their high-
energy and eclectic performances. 

As an orchestral musician, Brennan performs regularly 
with the Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony Orchestra. he has 
also appeared with the Windsor Symphony Orchestra, 
Orchestra London Canada and the Oklahoma City 
Philharmonic.

Brennan is also an active theatre musician having appeared 
as an onstage drummer in the Stratford Shakespeare 
Festival’s production of henry V. he has also played 
numerous other community theatre shows with Theatre 
Woodstock, Theatre Ancaster and Theatre Norfolk. 

An active educator, Brennan directs the percussion 
ensembles at both Sir John A. MacDonald SS and 
Cameron heights CI in Kitchener-Waterloo, as well as 
maintaining a private studio. he is on faculty at the Inter-
Provincial Music Camp, Southampton Summer Music and 
is in demand as a clinician in Southwestern Ontario.

Brennan is proud to be endorsed by Pearl/Adams Drums 
and Concert Percussion and DREAM Cymbals and 
Gongs.
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HErE arE a fEw of tHE 
instrumEnts tHat you will HEar 
during tHE concErt…

 The MaRiMBa  
is an idiophone made up of wooden slats 
arranged in the same way as a piano 
keyboard. These wooden slats or keys 
are struck with mallets. As for the metal 
tubes underneath the instrument, they are 
resonators used to amplify the sound.

 The ViBRaPhOne  
is an idiophone resembling the marimba, 
but having metal bars and motor-driven 
resonators for sustaining the tone and 
producing a vibrato. The vibraphone is played 
by striking the bars with mallets of varying 
hardness.   The player also can depress a 
sustain pedal, which allows the notes to ring 
until the pedal is lifted again.

 The TaMBOuRine  
is a small drum. The wooden frame may 
be covered with animal skin or synthetic 
material. In the frame are metal discs that 
strike each other when musicians hit or 
shake the instrument.

 The SnaRe dRuM   
The snare drum 
has a bright sound. 
This is due to the 
small metallic wires 
stretched against 
the bottom drum 
head. These wires 
are called snares. 
When the musician 
strikes the top head 
the snares vibrate 
against the bottom 
head. The snare 
drum has its origin in 
the military, where it 
was used to send
messages to the 
foot soldiers.

 The djeMBe  
is a goblet-shaped hand 
drum that originated among 
the Manding people of West 
Africa. Djembes, because 
of their shape, are capable 
of producing a wide range 
of tones and sounds. 
Generally, djembes are
made of wood, with an 
animal skin stretched over 
the top. Djembes are the 
instrument of dance for 
social occasions such as 
births, funerals, marriages, 
rites of passage and
the planting and harvesting 
of crops, all of which have 
their own songs, dances 
and rhythms.
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To determine the pitch of the 
notes in a melody, one must 
look at where they are placed on 
the musical staff. Depending on 
where the note is placed, its pitch 
can be determined.

To know the rhythm of a song, 
one must instead look for the 
arrangement and number of 
beats to a bar. Bars are created 
by drawing a vertical bar that 
crosses the whole staff.

try to draw bars on the staff. 
be careful not to go beyond 
the staff itself!

in a 4/4 bar, if a quarter note equals 1 beat:

1 whole note =  4 beats
1 half note =  2 beats
1 quarter note =  1 beat
1 eighth note =  1/2 beat
1 sixteenth note =  1/4 beat

rHytHm on tHE PagE—tHErE’s 
notHing comPlicatEd about it!

Then, it’s just a matter of a little calculation: 
for example, in a 4/4 rhythm, you can have 
4 quarter notes, or 2 half notes, or 1 whole 
note to a bar.

and voilà, the rhythm takes shape!

The bars therefore allow us to separate a piece of music into equal 
parts, thereby making it easier to show the duration of each of the 
notes in the melody. Once the bars are in place, the various rhythmic 
values of each note must be defined.

heRe aRe SOMe nOTe FiguReS, WiTh TheiR 

 cORReSPOnding VaLueS cOMPaRed TO each OTheR. 
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tHE downbEat... 
an imPortant rEfErEncE Point!

count to four while clapping 
your hands and try to stress 
the first clap (the first beat). 
keep doing it without speeding 
up or slowing down the rhythm 
of your clapping. you can count 
out loud if it helps. then, try it 
again with a 3 beat bar.

InÊ westernÊ music,Ê theÊ notionÊ ofÊ rhythmÊ hasÊ
greatlyÊ changedÊ overÊ time.Ê TheÊ oldestÊ musicÊ
scoresÊ everÊ foundÊ generallyÊ haveÊ veryÊ fewÊ
indicationsÊ ofÊ rhythmÊ orÊ noneÊ atÊ all.Ê TowardsÊ
theÊ endÊ ofÊ theÊ MiddleÊ Ages,Ê peopleÊ beganÊ toÊ
makeÊ noteÊ ofÊ theÊ rhythmÊ ofÊ musicalÊ phrasesÊ
toÊ enableÊ musiciansÊ toÊ performÊ theÊ piecesÊ
moreÊ accurately.Ê However,Ê rhythmÊ andÊ
melodyÊ wasÊ notÊ combinedÊ onÊ paperÊ untilÊ theÊ
arrival and refinement of the musical staff.

In each bar, there is a downbeat (or a beat that is stressed) along with 
one or more unstressed beats. The downbeat is the first beat of each 
bar. It marks out the beginning of each new bar and is an important 
reference point for musicians playing together in a group.

 a 4/4 RhYThM TheReFORe, 

 iS Made uP OF 1 STReSSed BeaT (dOWnBeaT) 

 and 3 unSTReSSed BeaTS:

1 2 3 4 | 1 2 3 4 …
< . . . | < . . . …

in a 3/4 RhYThM, 

 1 STReSSed BeaT (dOWnBeaT) iS FOLLOWed 

 BY 2 unSTReSSed BeaTS. 

This is a very danceable rhythm. 
In fact, the 3/4 rhythm is what you may know as a waltz:

1 2 3 | 1 2 3 …
< .  . | <  . . …
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Dear Cassandra,

YouÕr e right! The world of percussion includes a multitude of different 
instruments and itÕs not always easy to know where to start.

First of all, it is important to answer the following question: what kind of 
music do you want to play?

Do you like African rhythms or the rhythms of Latin music? Are you 
fascinated with concert percussion, jazz or military band music? If youÕr e not 
sure how to answer, do a little research to help narrow down your tastes in 
music. You can easily find videos of various musical styles on the Internet.

If you like African rhythms, you can learn to play hand drums or ethnic 
percussion instruments such as the djembe. You can probably find a drum-circle 
in your area that offers an introduction to the various types of African 
instruments.

If you prefer military band music, you can join the percussion section of a 
drum and bugle corps.

These percussion and brass instrument ensembles usually offer instruction in 
basic instrumental techniques.

Finally, you can also start private lessons with a classical percussion teacher, 
like one of us who will introduce you to the many instruments of the percussion 
family, such as the snare drum. If youÕr e lucky enough to attend a school that 
has a music program, you might be able to join a concert band and if youÕ re 
really lucky, a percussion ensemble. You can then learn to play other percussion 
instruments and above all, play along with other musicians!

Dave & Brennan

Dear Dave & Brennan,

IÕm  11 years old and for three years now I have been taking private piano lessons. 
IÕm  not too bad at it, but I would much rather play percussion. The problem is 
there are so many different percussion instruments that I donÕ t quite know where 
to start. Can you help me out?

Cassandra
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snakEs and laddErs! 
Here is a variation on the game of snakes and ladders.
You will need a die and some tokens. The goal of the game is to make your way through the course and get to the 
finish line. Each time you come to a ladder or a snake, you will have to answer a question. At a ladder, a correct answer 
allows you to climb, while a wrong answer leaves you where you are. At a snake, a correct answer keeps you safe, while 
a wrong answer makes you slide back down.

Finish

Start
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tHE ProjEct: 
a musical QuEst witH your friEnds!

like our rhythm explorers, you too can show your parents and friends how big of 
a role rhythm and music play in our daily lives. you can choose to hold your quest 
at home, in a classroom at school, or outside. you’ll see—by exploring and listening 
to the sounds around you—that rhythm is practically everywhere you look.

 SeTTing uP The QueST 

  steps:
 Locate the rhythms and melodies

   Create and write down the clues
   hide the clues along the course
   Start the race

 
  LOcaTe The RhYThMS and MeLOdieS 

Go explore your home or classroom and listen carefully to the sounds you hear. Perhaps you’ll hear the slow and steady 
rhythm of a clock or watch. In school, listen to the sound of the bell that rings at the end of the day. You can also ask a 
parent or teacher to help you find some rhythms and melodies.

here’s a little trick to help distinguish everyday noise from the rhythms and melodies that surround us… clap your 
hands to help figure out if the sound you’ve found has a repeating rhythm. Or try to sing what you hear to see if 
you’ve found a nice little melody.

For older students: explore your yard or a nearby park. Close your eyes to help focus on the sounds you hear. You may 
be astonished to discover the slow and sometimes creaky rhythm of children playing on the swings, the sound of balls 
hitting the pavement, or a ball being bounced off a wall. You can also hear the interesting rhythms of the windshield 
wipers on the bus or in a car. Church bells also sometimes have interesting rhythms.
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 cReaTe and WRiTe dOWn The cLueS  

Once you’ve found and identified all the melodies and rhythms, you must help your friends find them by mapping out 
a course scattered with clues. You must write out these hints on little cards that will enable your friends to find all the 
sounds you have chosen. But remember, the clues must be both precise enough to allow your friends to get to the next 
stop in the quest but mysterious enough to make things fun!

Make your clue cards fun and colourful by decorating them with drawings or adding stickers.

example of a clue:
If you want to include the sound of a clock as part of your course, you might use the following clue: “I might be round or 
I might be square. You can see me on a wall or on a desk, and I might have hands or numbers!”

 
 hide The cLueS aLOng The cOuRSe 

Now it’s time to go hide those valuable clues!

  
 STaRT The Race: RuLeS OF The gaMe 

The quest starts with an initial clue that you hand out to the participants. From then on, it’s up to your friends or parents 
to find the clues you previously hid or stuck (using adhesive gum) close to your chosen objects. Don’t forget, each clue 
must lead to the next one—you should therefore number your cards, hide them, and go through the course before your 
participants do to make sure that the clues are in the right order. Finally, one last clue marks the end of the quest. You 
can hide a little reward or a nice drawing with it!

What if there are only two of us? No problem! The quest is a game that can be adapted to any situation. One person 
can write the clues and create the course, the other person then goes about finding the sounds and objects! If there are 
several players, why not put your friends into teams of 2 or 3?

The team or person that completes the quest in the best time is proclaimed the winner.

important: If several teams are playing, make sure the participants put the clues back exactly where they were found. 
You can even accompany each team to make sure the quest goes off without a hitch!

4, 3, 2, 1… 
and they’re off… 

on a musical quest!
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crEatE a nEw  
musical instrumEnt
using rEcyclEd objEcts!
YOu TOO can inVenT a neW PeRcuSSiOn inSTRuMenT! uSe YOuR  

iMaginaTiOn and SeeK OuT SOMe neW and unuSuaL SOundS. 

Find The MaTeRiaLS YOu WiLL uSe 

Ask your family or neighbours to provide you with old objects they are no longer using.  
Your project will give these objects a chance at a second life. Don’t pass up anything,  
even if it seems really unusual. Don’t forget that music can come from anywhere.

exPeRiMenT

Spread out all the objects you’ve collected on the floor and test their musical potential. hit them,  
shake them, bang them together, and scratch them! Also try to create combinations of different  
objects. Modify and combine the objects using tape, glue, scissors, or anything else that you think  
may be necessary. You’ll create a unique instrument with an original sound. If you need to use sticks  
or mallets, don’t forget that what you choose to use will change the sound of your instrument. 

decORaTe

A musical instrument is also a work of art! Make your instrument more attractive by decorating it in  
an original way. Take some inspiration from the Amerindians who decorate their drums with magnificent 
paintings. Try to hide the original identity of the objects you used. People will then be surprised by  
what’s really hiding behind your instrument.

Find a naMe FOR YOuR inSTRuMenT

PuT On a LiTTLe cOnceRT

Present your creation to your class and to your family. Try to have them guess the origins  
of your instrument.

tHErE you go!  
you now HavE an EnvironmEntally friEndly musical instrumEnt. 

Note:  Make sure not to throw out the objects you didn’t end up using. Bring them to a recycling centre… 
someone else may be able to use them. 

for more advanced students
Get together in groups of three or four and form an unconventional percussion ensemble.  
Compose an original piece of music for your ensemble.
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claP your Hands
To show your appreciation during  
a concert, you can clap your hands. 

In a concert, it is customary to applaud 
the performers at the end of each 
piece. If the piece is in several move-
ments, you should wait for the end 
of the last movement and leave a 
moment of silence, just as the musi-
cians leave a moment of silence 
between movements.

At the opera, a different system 
applies. The audience often applauds 
the singers at the end of a well-
known or difficult aria, as well as 
applauding at the end of each Act. 
At jazz con certs, the audience often 
applauds the players after each solo 
improvisation.

BeFORe The cOnceRT 

To make sure you don’t distract the artists  
and audience, turn off any electronic device  
(watch, cell phone, etc.)

Make sure you don’t arrive late for the  
concert. It is preferable to arrive 10 to  
15 minutes before the concert is scheduled  
to begin. This will give you time to read  
the program!

duRing The cOnceRT 

To show your respect for the musicians and the audience, don’t talk  
to the people next to you. Silence is essential to allow the musicians  
and everybody at the concert to concentrate. 

Candies and sweets should only be eaten outside the concert hall.  
They can make a lot of noise and disturb your neighbours if you unwrap 
them during the concert.

Unless there’s an emergency, never leave the concert hall during  
the performance. If possible, wait for the intermission.

The musicians on the stage are aware of everything going on in the  
hall and hear all the sounds made by the members of the audience.  
By keeping a respectful silence, you will allow the performers to give  
the best concert possible.

aFTeR The cOnceRT

Make sure you haven’t forgotten anything on or under your seat.  
Leave the concert hall calmly, without pushing or shoving. Take  
the time to discuss the concert with your friends.

It is often possible to meet the performers after a concert to congratulate 
them or ask them questions. Sometimes, the musicians come back on 
stage to meet the audience members. If this is the case, you just have  
to go up to them and speak to them. If the musicians do not come back  
on stage, ask one of the ushers where to go to meet them backstage  
or in their dressing room.

YOu can KeeP ThiS guide and ReFeR TO iT eVeRY TiMe  

YOu gO TO an OPeRa OR cOnceRT. 

It sets out various rules that you must follow before, during and after the concert,  
and information about applause, an ancient custom that has continued to this day.

read the guide carefully to become an experienced concertgoer!
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snakes and ladders:

•	Box	Number	5:	
 how many beats are there in a waltz rhythm? 
 3 beats 
•	Box	Number	8:	
 What am I? 
 An eighth note 
•	Box	Number	10:	
 how many toms are in a drum kit? 
 2 to 4 toms 
•	Box	Number	11:	
 What is this instrument? 
 The maracas 

•	Box	Number	20:	
 how many seconds are there in a minute? 

60 seconds 
•	Box	Number	24:	

Name 2 percussion instruments. 
Maracas, the triangle, the snare drum, 
a drum kit, cymbals, the cajón, toms… 

•	Box	Number	25:	
What is this instrument? 
A snare drum 

•	Box	Number	28:	
 how many beats does a whole note equal? 

4 beats 
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RecORdingS

different Strokes - Robert hohner Percussion Ensemble

Far More drums - Robert hohner Percussion Ensemble

Percussion Music of david Maslanka - Robert hohner Percussion Ensemble
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